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Welcome to
The Proud Bird

Discover something new every
time you visit.
Dedicated to showcasing the past, present and
future of aviation, The Proud Bird is a modern,
re-imagined food bazaar and events center offering
breathtaking panoramic views of the runways at
one of the busiest travel hubs in the world: Los
Angeles International Airport (LAX).
With a Food Bazaar inspired by the cultural
melting pot of Los Angeles, the Mile High Club Bar
& Lounge offering aviation-themed cocktails, an
outdoor Airplane Park, interactive aviation exhibits,
and unique private event spaces, The Proud Bird
experience soars above the rest.

THE FALCON 9 ROCKET WAS DESIGNED FROM THE
GROUND UP FOR MAXIMUM RELIABILITY. Its simple
two-stage configuration minimizes the number of separation events—and,
with nine first-stage engines, it can safely complete its mission even
in the event of an engine shutdown. Falcon 9 made history in 2012 when
it delivered the Dragon spacecraft into orbit for rendezvous with the
International Space Station.

DRAGON IS A FREE-FLYING SPACECRAFT DESIGNED
TO DELIVER BOTH CARGO AND PEOPLE TO ORBITING
DESTINATIONS. Dragon was the first commercial spacecraft to
deliver and safely return significant amounts of cargo from the International

ELON MUSK
and SPACeX
“Making human life multi-planetary.”
Elon Musk and his team at SpaceX are
developing space transport services to one
day deliver humans to space, with the ultimate

Space Station. For now Dragon is delivering cargo, but it was designed from
the beginning to carry humans. Under an agreement with NASA, SpaceX is
developing refinements to enable Dragon to fly astronauts to space.

the story of space

goal of enabling people to live on other planets.
Founded in 2002 and based in Hawthorne, California,
SpaceX developed the first private liquid fuel rocket to
reach orbit, the first craft to orbit the Earth and return,
and the first private vehicle, the Dragon spacecraft, to
reach the International Space Station.
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Events Center
The Proud Bird is the perfect spot to host an
event, from corporate retreats to unique and
memorable social gatherings. The property
features six renovated event spaces highlighting
contemporary décor, large enough to
accommodate up to 1,200 guests.
On-site full-service planning is available to ensure
that each event is designed and executed with
sophistication.

Contact us today to book your next
event.

Food Bazaar
The Food Bazaar is a unique food hall with 6
culinary kitchens featuring Asian, Latin, Italian,
BBQ and American cuisines. Guests will receive a
boarding pass upon entering and can explore our
kitchens at their leisure. Self-seating is available
in the dining room, outdoor patio and communal
tables at the Mile High Club.
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Discover The Proud Bird

Runway Views

Watch A380s, B787s, B777s and planes from around the
world departing and landing at LAX airport.
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Outdoor Airplane Park

Check out our WWII Aircraft including a Douglas DC-3,
the first airliner suitable for safe, comfortable passenger
flight and a Lockheed P-38 Lightning, a twin-engined
aircraft used for dive bombing, level bombing, ground
attack, night fighting, photo reconnaissance, and radar
SHOWN AT 6%
and visual pathfinding.

The Story of SpaceX

Elon Musk and his team at
SpaceX are developing space
transport services with the
goal of enabling human life on
other planets.

Doolittle Exhibit

(Located on the Mezzanine Level)

A flight instructor during World
War I, James “Jimmy” Doolittle
returned to active duty as a pilot
during World War II. General Doolittle led a secret attack with 16 B-25
bombers on Japan in 1942.

JAMES H. DOOLIttle
AMERICAN HERO

Doolittle in a pre-World
War II photo.

Captions: 34pt

Aztec Eagles

America’s First Air Meet

Outdoor Patio

(Located on the Mezzanine Level)
Learn about the Mexican pilots
who fought alongside Americans
during WWII.

Proud Bird Story

Doolittle is awarded a fourth star, pinned on by President Ronald
Reagan (left) and Senator Barry Goldwater (right), April 10, 1985.

Doolittle on his Curtiss R3C-2 Racer, the plane in
which he won the 1925 Schneider Trophy Race.
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Mile High Club
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(1st Level)

Doolittle Room
(Mezzanine)

Aviator Patio

In 1967, the Proud Bird
restaurant opened as a
salute to achievements in
aviation, offering a front-row
view of planes approaching
LAX for landing. The
restaurant was the
brainchild of David Tallichet
(1922–2007), who founded
Specialty Restaurants
Corporation.
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Aviator Room

Women Aviators

Lieutenant Colonel James H. Doolittle, USAAF (front), leader of the raiding force,
wires a Japanese medal to a 500-pound bomb, during ceremonies on the flight
deck of USS Hornet (CV-8), shortly before his force of sixteen B-25B bombers
took off for Japan. The planes were launched on 18 April 1942. The wartime censor
has obscured unit patches of the Air Force flight crew members in the background.

Inspired by pioneers
like Bessie Coleman
(the first licensed
African American
female pilot) and
Amelia Earhart,
courageous women
risked rickety aircraft
and bad weather to
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Tuskegee Room

Tuskegee Airmen
Exhibit & P-51
Mustang

The Tuskegee Airmen,
African American heroes
of WWII, shattered
records in the sky and
stereotypes at home.

Take a look back to the
circus-like phenomenon
of air shows including the
1910 Dominguez Field
Air Meet, one of the earliest
air shows in the world.
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Grand Pre-Function Room
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Curtiss P-40 Warhawk
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